Abstract -The paper describes a suitable algorithms pipeline able to enhance the picture quality of low cost imaging sensors, typically present in consumer devices (i.e. mobile phone, web-cam, PDA. etcj and accounts for compression arlrjocrs, chromatic and geometric distortions, wrong pxposure andpoor sharpness.
I. INTRODUCTION
ypical consumer devices acquire digital images by properly using digital sensors (e.g. CCD/CMOS). Quality improvement is obtained by increasing the resolution of the sensor or by using more sophisticated image-processing algorithms, [1],[2] and [3]. For low cost imaging sensors the particular working conditions are not able to generate high quality images; several artifacts can be easily detected compression artifacts due to the heavy compression, chromatic and geometric distortions and aberrations, color casting, etc. In this paper a suitable global post-enhancement pipeline, able to overcome such problems, is proposed. Experiments over a large data set of images acquired using real low-cost sensors have showed the real improvement obtained in term of perceived quality. The pipeline is shown in fig.1. T ' . . I I Figure 1 -The Proposed Pipeline.
THE OVERALL PIPELINB STEPS
A. De-blocking and De-ringing Unpleasant JPEG artifacts are not unlikely to appear in compressed images; especially in rate-constrained transmission. Main artifacts are blocking and ringing. In order to attenuate both artifacts de-blocking and de-ringing filters were employed. Both filters were derived from the postprocessing algorithms adopted in the MPEG4 [4] codec engine specifically adapted to work on JPEG compressed images.
Main differences regarded the de-blocking filter, where this meant operating on a black-by-block basis, and in guiding the adaptive filtering @C offset mode for textured blocks and lowpass filter for smooth blocks) using the DC coefficient instead of the QP factor.
B. Geometric Distortion
Usually low cost cameras exhibits significant lens distortion, especially radial distortion. Geometric distodion describes the difference between the observed and real position of a point in the space. The radial symmetrical distortion can be corrected using a suitable polynomial relation [5]:
(1)
y'= y(I+k,r'+k,r'j, where k,>>k,, (x,yj and (x',yl are the observed and ideal corrected image coordinates.
C. Automatic White Balancing
The role of white balancing is to compensate for color cast in scenes taken under non-white illumination. The algorithm here adopted can be seen as an improved variation from gray world algorithms, where the three channel energies are forced to be equal. Channel energies are computed by means of the following: ,,p,.l,p,,) .a (~,~..,,~,~,,~,.,) (2) cec = C M N4 CE {r,z,b1, Za(r2 P..,. P,-?. pa.,) #* where pei is the value of the cshannel of pixel i , N is the number of total pixels, and a is a 4-ary operator whose value is 0 if all channels are greater than an user fixed threshold T, 1 otherwise. Using the weighted average with respect to minimum values excessive saturation will be avoided, while the a discards useless near saturation values. Once the channel energies are computed they are normalized with respect to maximum energy providing 3 multiplicative corrective gains.
D. Exposure Correction
Acquiring scenes using consumer digital devices where no skilled settings are at hand, errors (i.e. wrong exposure) are not unlikely to occur. A post-processing step adapted from that described in [6] was used to correct such errors. Correction can be driven by the mean gray value of one of two kinds of visually relevant zones: a) zones where people are present, thus suggesting a portrait; b) zones of high energy content, (i.e. focus, contrast) thus avoiding flat areas. If a relevant percentage of pixels are classified as skin the first operating mode is used (see [7] for more details), otherwise the second one. Skin detection has been done using the techniques described in [a] , while zones of high-energy content are estimated using laplacian filters (e.g. focus) and histogram deviations (e.g. contrast). Corrections are done forcing the average gray value of the selected zones to occupy mid gray tonal range (e.g. near 130). Once offset A from desired exposure is computed, correction of all pixels Y channel is done using:
In the afore described formulasfis a kind of camera response function that could he parametrically described and estimated using the techniques in [9] . Y corrections are projected in the RGB space using the formulas described in [IO] .
E. Adaptive Sharpness Low cost imaging sensors tend to exhibit, moving away from the center, an increasing degree of out-of-focus. In order to remove such blurring effect a simple linear combination between [I I ] and a classical un-sharp masking is used. Radial blurring effect is considered modulating the filtering proportionally to distance from the image center. Edge enhancement algorithms are typically affected by noise and ringing artifacts, which are reduced combining adaptively, restored image with the original one. More specifically, homogeneous areas (poorly interested by lens blur and sensitive to noise) can be selected from blurred image, while textured from restored one using the following relation:
F ( x , y ) = k * G ( x , y ) + ( l -k ) * R ( x , y ) , O < k < l (4) where F is resulting image, G is the original image, R is the linear filtered image and k, used as a measure of texturization, is derived evaluating in a 8-neighborhood of the (x, y) pixel the differences between its value and its neighboring.
F. Directional Smoothing
Final images are adaptively filtered around edges to remove some residual JPEG distortions together with some artifacts coming from the abovedescribed sharpening operators. Edges orientations are identified using the Sobel filters and each pixel is filtered around the prominent ( m a magnitude) direction in a 3x3 surround. Filtering is camied out by means of an elliptical shaped gaussian filter given by:
where ax, q a r e the variances along the two dimensions, h is a normalization constant and a is the orientation angle.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the real performances of the proposed enhancement pipeline, a set of 300 images has been used. The inout imaees acouired in different workine conditions bv a typical VGA sensor are compressed using the "low quality" P E G setting of a 'typical' consumer mobile imaging phone. Experiments confirm the real perceived improvement in term of perceived quality (Color, ContrasVSharpness, Artifact .
~.
removal, etc.). Some examples are reported in Figure 2 . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W O W S
An effective enhancement pipeline has been described. Future works will include the possibility to evaluate numetically the quality improvement obtained using some noreference quality metric assessment.
